Energetic and conformational contributions to the stability of Okazaki fragments.
A combination of spectroscopic and calorimetric techniques was used to determine complete thermodynamic profiles accompanying the folding of a model Okazaki fragment with sequence 5'-r(gagga)d(ATCTTTG)-3'/5'-d(CAAAGATTCCTC)-3' and control DNA (with and without thymidine substitutions for uridine), RNA, and hybrid duplexes. Circular dichroism spectroscopy indicated that all DNA duplexes are in the B conformation, the RNA and hybrid duplexes are in the A conformation, and the Okazaki fragment exhibits a spectrum between the A and B conformations. Ultraviolet and differential scanning calorimetry melting experiments reveal that all duplexes unfold in two-state transitions with thermal stabilities that follow the order RNA > OKA > DNA (with thymidines) > hybrids > DNA (with uridines). The dependence of the transition temperature on salt concentration yielded counterion releases in the following order: DNA (with thymidines) > RNA > DNA (with uridines) > OKA > hybrids. Thus, Okazaki fragments have a conformation and charge density between those of its components DNA and hybrid segments. However, the presence of the RNA-DNA/DNA junction confers on them higher stabilities than their component hybrid and DNA segments. The binding of intercalators to an Okazaki hairpin of sequence 5'-r(gc)d(GCU5GCGC)-3' and to its control DNA hairpin has also been studied. The results show that the binding of intercalators to Okazaki fragments is accompanied with higher heats and lower binding affinities, compared with DNA duplexes. This suggests that the presence of an RNA/DNA junction yields a larger surface contact to interact with the phenanthroline ring of the intercalators, which may lead to a larger disruption of the flexible flanking bases of the junction. The overall results suggest that the presence of this junction stabilizes Okazaki fragments and provides a structural feature that can be exploited in the design of drugs to specifically target these molecules.